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最适避险比率，八种模型分别为传统 OLS 模型，二种 GJR-GARCH 模型
(CCC-GARCH, and DCC-GARCH)，三种静态Copula模型(Gaussian, T, and Clayton)
及二种动态 Copula 模型(DCC Gaussian and DCC-T)，根据样本内、样本外、多方
及空方的绩效评估，我们将两岸三地此四种情境下的避险绩效由大至小排序。我

























Currently the stock is not the only investment tool, investors can operate index 
futures profitability, even can use index futures to hedge, arbitrage and speculative 
operations. In recent years, frequent financial crises to corporate bodies concerned, in 
order to avoid unexpected events to significantly affect profitability holdings, using 
the index futures to avoid the risk of loss is the most common approach.From a macro 
perspective, the twentieth century to the early twenty-first century, the Taiwan, the 
Hong Kong and the China economic development or the entire East Asian region are 
attracted worldwide attention, the three areas of economic power together, their 
economic strength is very strong to ignore.Based on the above, it is the subject of this 
paper is selected as index futures, and select a comparison area in Taiwan, Hong Kong 
and China. 
This study research the spot and futures index of the three places (the Taiwan 
market, tne Hong Kong market and the China market). And applies the 
Copula-GJR-GARCH model estimation parameters,using eight types：traditiona OLS 
functions ,two kinds of GJR-GARCHl functions(CCC-GARCH and DCC-GARCH), 
three kinds of Copula static functions (Gaussian, T, and Clayton), and two kinds of 
dynamic Copula functions (DCC Gaussian and DCC-T) to search for the optimal 
hedge ratio through the theory of minimum variance hedge theory. Based on the 
different performance evaluations in four types, inclouding in-sample, out-sample, the 
bull period and the bear period, we sort the hedging performances from largest to 
smallest for Taiwan, Hong Kong, and China.Then having three important conclusions：
1、Compared to the Copula models,the hedging performances of the GJR-GARCH 
model and the OLS model are poor. 2、The best hedging performance model for 
Taiwan is T-Copula model, for Hk is Gaussian -Copula model. By the absolute value 
judgments, Copula model is relatively good hedge effect in the mature market ,ex 
Hong Kong market .3、And when using the Copula-GJR-GARCH model, we can find 
the best performance in the bear period. Follow-up study is to be extended to Chinese 
futures data elongated. And more models can be expanded (multiple hybrid Colupla 















regime change in policy. 
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第一章  导论 
 1
第一章  导论 
第一节  研究背景 
2008/9/14，雷曼兄弟在美国联准会拒绝提供资金支持援助后提出破产申请，
而在同一天美林证券宣布被美国银行收购。这两件事标志揭开后续一星期 2008




况下，联储局应 AIG 要求，向 AIG 提供高达 850 亿美元的同业信贷融资便利服











形成动态模型，如：Lien et al. (2002) 使用 CCC-GARCH 模型，Choudhry (2004)，



















导致估计结果出现偏误，考虑以 Copula 关联函数为基础的 GJR-GARCH 模型操
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